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• The propensity for mineral scale deposition exist in many gas lifted wells and it’s 

widely recognized as one of the most common causes of failure in gas lift check 

valves.

• Changing out gas lift valves can be significantly costly, and if the latch becomes 

coated in scale, intervention operations to replace the failed valve can be 

challenging.

Challenge



Challenge

An Operator in the North Sea Continental Shelf 

approached the industry to develop a scale

resistant gas lift valve.

Computional fluid dynamic (CFD) modelling of

the PTC gas lift valves, concluded that the

failures in a high scale environment was

caused by an unexpected flow pattern around

the valve nose when gas was being injected

through it



Solution

PTC’s DuraLift gas lift valve was designed.

- Evolution of the field proven ‘well barrier’ SafeLift valve 

designs.

Key differences are:

- The nose architecture is modified based on CFD modelling 

to eliminate the possibility of produced fluids entering the 

valve during lift gas injection operations

- The valve nose and latch are coated using a hydrophobic 

material, which reduces the likelihood of scale forming on the 

coated parts of the valve.



Operator: NCS operator

Well: XX

Valve: SafeLift

Installed date: 27.02.2009

Pulled date: 01.05.2015

Operating days 2254

Example well

Valve: SafeLift

Installed date 10.06.2015

Pulled date: 02.03.2016

Operating days 266

Valve: SafeLift

Installed date 02.03.2016

Pulled date: 15.01.2017

Operating days 319



Same well – Different valve

Operator: NCS operator

Well: XX

Valve: DuraLift

Installed date: 16.01.2017

Pulled date: Still operating

Operating days 1968



Example well

- Previous valves failed 

annually

- DuraLift Anti-scale GLV 

installed 04.07.2016 and 

pulled only due to 

optimisation of injection 

depth in the well



Inspection photos of pulled DuraLift valves

Scale formation on the outer part of 

the valve

No evidence in scale inside the 

barrier check valve.



Value created

The DuraLift anti scale has proven to last longer in high scale environments than traditional gas 

lift valves and as such:

- Reduces cost (CAPEX and OPEX)

- Reduces CO2 footprint related to wireline operations

- Reduces production deferrals.
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Increase Production,

Enhance Well Integrity

Reduce Cost,

Thank you for listening.
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